Monthly Maintenance and Hosting Plan Version 1
(Basic Plan recommended for a 1 page web site: $22.26/month)
What We Do for You
Monitor and renew your
domain name.
Monitor and renew your
hosting package.
Make one minor (30 minute)
edit every quarter.
Moderate changes (greater
than 30 minutes but up to 1
hour) will be provided at a
25% discount.
Large changes (greater
than 1 hour) will be
provided at a 25%
discount.
Submit your site to search
engines annually.
Review your Google and site
Statistics annually for
performance of keywords.

Benefit or Notes
Your domain will never expire.
(Our “Never Expire” guarantee!)
Your hosting plan will never
expire. (Our “Never Expire”
guarantee!)

Annual Value

Keeps your content current

$ 110.00

Add a video, more photos, and
more content – enhance it as
much as you can!

Varies depending on
work and how often
used.

Anything requiring a major
revision of the site such as
restructuring a main menu,
completely replacing a page,
adding a new page.
Web sites should be submitted
annually at a minimum. Keeps
them indexing you!
Suggesting keyword density and
other changes to offer better
keyword exposure based on your
Google and site Statistics

$ 11.17
$ 43.08

Varies depending on
work and how often
used.

$ 82.50

$ 55.00

Add new content or change
It could be re-wording a
existing content as appropriate
paragraph, changing a photo,
$ 27.50
to help keep it current and
adding links you provide, etc.
fresh. (30 minutes max)
Review Social Media
Social Media interaction is one of
engagement and make
the new metrics on Google’s page
$ 27.50
suggestions for changes (30
ranking algorithm. Monitoring and
minutes max)
maintaining it is important.
Ongoing advice and
consultation with you
regarding keeping content
Helps with search engine visibility
priceless
fresh and seeking inbound
links to your site
Value to your company/organization:
$ 356.75
Guaranteed response times
Small changes
Moderate changes
Large changes
24 hours
72-96 hours
1-3 calendar weeks

Subscription Details
1. The monthly Maintenance and Hosting Subscription Plan is required for clients of Studio902
Web Solutions who purchase a web site from us, or may be purchased separately for web site
clients who previously have not had a plan or those who purchased their web site and hosting
from someone else. In any case, monthly plans are based on the amount of work which is
reasonably expected to need to be done (which is loosely tied to the number of pages managed)
and the hosting and domain plans managed. Clients not hosting with Studio902 Web Solutions
will be required to move their hosting and domain names to Studio902.net so that we can
manage them under this plan.
2. For purposes of this document, the word “Plan” refers to the features and benefits and how
they are applied and executed. The words “Subscription” and “Contract” are used interchangeably
and refer to the term of the plan which is for a specific duration and contains early cancellation
penalties.
3. This plan helps keep your web site current so that Google and other search engines continue to
index and rank your site on a regular basis. It also provides a way to have cosmetic, functional
and (in some limited situations) navigation changes made to your web site without initiating
another web design contract each time a change is needed. It also provides discounts off our
regular web design fees for major changes to your site involving more than 1 hour of work for
any single event or change.
4. Guaranteed response times mean that adding timely content and announcements will not be
unnecessarily delayed.
5. Monthly Hosting and maintenance plans require a minimum commitment of one (1) year with
monthly payments debited from your PayPal account. You may fund your PayPal account however
you see fit, but for automatic monthly draws a PayPal account is required. If you do not have a
PayPal account, please contact us for other billing options.
6. This is an ongoing subscription beginning on the inception date (defined as when payments
commence) and ending when either party terminates the subscription according to its terms.
Studio902 must be notified of your intent to cancel the subscription 30 days in advance.
Cancellation fees (equal to three monthly payments) apply and will be assessed for early
termination (prior to completing one full year of service).
7. Studio902 reserves the rights to alter, modify and revise the terms, conditions and pricing of
this plan for any reason and at any time, provided ninety (60) days written notice is given to
client. At time of modification, client shall have the right to refuse the changes and cancel the
subscription, without prejudice or cancellation fees, or accept the changes and continue the
subscription.
8. Electronic signatures or electronic acceptance of terms shall have the same force as a written
signature and is binding on the parties hereto.
I, the undersigned, agree to the terms and conditions of this Maintenance and Hosting Plan
Subscription and consent to having the monthly subscription price deducted from my PayPal
account by Salt & Light Impressions, LLC.

_________________________ _________________________ ________________
(Signature)

4545 W. Beardsley Rd. #1001

(Printed name)

Glendale, AZ

(Date)

85308

309.808.4438

